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Teaching Multiplication Tables Top Tips
There are lots of different ways to make learning multiplication tables varied and fun.

Multiplication Music
There are lots of songs, raps and rhymes to help with learning multiplication tables. Many examples can be 
found on the Internet with videos and lyrics for the children to follow. 

Using Interlocking Cubes
Use interlocking cubes to create patterns and ‘sticks’ of multiplication tables to help pupils visualise them, 
e.g. make multi-coloured sticks of 3, 6, 9 etc. to learn the 3 times table. 

Speed Grids or Drills
Try to do these at least once a week. Give pupils a grid with a certain number of multiplication questions 
and time them as they complete the activity (give all the children the same amount of time to begin with).  
If some children complete the grid in the given time, knock 20 seconds off their time for their next attempt.

After a few weeks, introduce linked division facts to those children who complete their grids quickly.  

There are also lots of multiplication challenges for children to try here: KS2 Ultimate Times Table Challenge.

Fortune Tellers     
Get the children to make fortune tellers for either a specific multiplication table or a mixture of tables.  
Children could test each other first thing in the morning or at the end of lessons. For those children who are 
confident with their multiplication tables, they could make division facts fortune tellers. 

For an activity pack of multiplication fortune tellers, click here: Times Tables Fortune Teller Activity Pack.

Multiplication Squares
Ask children to colour in the multiples of specific multiplication tables on 100 squares. Ask children to identify 
common multiples. For a selection of themed 100 squares, click here: Multiplication Squares.

Using Playing Cards
If you discard the kings and aces and make the jacks and queens 11 and 12 respectively, you can deal two 
cards to a child and ask them to multiply the two numbers together.

Multiplication Table Tricks
Show your pupils doubling or halving techniques, for example, if a child knows 2x6=12, they can also double 
this to find the answer to 4x6. There are many Twinkl posters to reinforce these tricks such as Times Tables 
The Easy Way Multiplication Poster Pack.

Many children often benefit from the ‘hand trick’ to practise their 9 times table. There are lots of videos on 
the Internet to show and explain this to children.

Multiplication Spin Wheels
Make multiplication spin wheels so children can learn times tables and test each other on specific tables 
facts.  Children can spin the wheel to reveal a number, which then needs to be multiplied by the times table 
on the wheel- an excellent visual aid for learners. Click here for a related resource pack: Multiplication Spin 
Wheel Pack 2 To 12.
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http://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t2-m-1557-ks2-ultimate-times-table-challenge
http://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/cfe2-m-031-times-table-fortune-teller-pack
http://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t2-m-005-multiplication-squares
http://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t2-m-825-times-tables-the-easy-way-multiplication-poster-pack
http://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t2-m-825-times-tables-the-easy-way-multiplication-poster-pack
http://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-n-1448-multiplication-spin-wheel-pack-2-to-12
http://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-n-1448-multiplication-spin-wheel-pack-2-to-12
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Colour by Multiplication
Children can learn their multiplication tables in a more creative way by solving problems to create various 
pictures in the Colour by Multiplication to 12x12 Activity Worksheet. If the children solve the multiplication 
problems correctly, they will colour in the picture to create a scene/picture.

Multiplication Tables Games
There are lots of different games to play to help children learn and consolidate their tables.  They can even 
create their own board games to play – try dominoes, pairs, snap, snakes and ladders-style games. Try these 
handy multiplication game packs:

3 To 12 Times Table Multiplication And Division Board Games Pack

Self-Checking 3, 4 and 8 Times Tables Board Game

KS2 Times Tables Bumper Activity Pack

Times Tables Zappers
Times Tables Zappers allow children to work in pairs and independently to practise their multiplication tables 
in a fun and personalised way. A range of Times Tables Zappers are available here: Times Tables Zappers.

http://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-n-4578-new-colour-by-multiplication-to-12x12-activity-worksheet
http://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t2-m-906-3-to-12-times-table-multiplication-and-division-board-games-pack
http://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t2-m-1037-self-checking-3-4-and-8-times-tables-board-game
http://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t2-m-1950-ks2-times-tables-bumper-activity-pack
http://www.twinkl.co.uk/resources/ks2-multiplication/ks2-calculations-times-tables/ks2-calculations-times-tables-times-tables-zappers

